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COMPANY BACKGROUNDER 
 

Founded in 2003, inspired by the delightful habit of taking a dog to a dog park in a bike trailer and the 

positive responses to the idea, Dutch Dog Design has been passionate about creating a niche and serving the need 

for intelligently designed, well-produced, durable and comfortable dog trailers and dog strollers. Dutch Dog Design 

has been a pioneer in creating effective dog trailers and strollers since 2003. These products are designed to allow 

the owner to spend more time with his or her dog outdoors, yet also allow young pups or senior dogs who cannot 

walk long distances experience the joy of being outdoors with their owners. 

 
The company’s DoggyRide dog bike trailers and dog strollers also pair well with other products such as the 

Ruffpad dog pad and the Buddy hands-free leash connector, allowing to further diversify the enjoyment of the 

outdoors for both dog and owner. These quality crafted products can fulfill a dog owner’s all-around need for 

products for hiking, biking and enjoyment of the outdoors with a dog. 

 
More recently in 2010, Dutch Dog Design introduced a new line of DoggySnooze elevated, chew resistant 

dog beds. These trend-setting beds can be hand-picked by style-conscious dog owners and created to meet a 

multitude of design needs. The beds have varied elevation options including short height, tall height, and 

wheeled (with brakes). The chew-resistant frame comes in two colors: anodized silver and anodized black. The 

sleeping pads come in a variety of colors to suit many interior design color palettes. These colors include: black, 

chocolate, prairie sand, orange and green. Additional side bolsters which allow for further conversion and diverse 

use of the bed come in many colors as well. The integrated foam layer provides a thick layer of comfort and the 

additional memory foam pad enhances the comfort and orthopedic value of the bed. The design and 

customization options for these dog beds number into the thousands. Dutch Dog Design encourages owners to 

explore the vast array of design options available. 

 
Leading the way, inspired by Dutch design, fashion now meets function in today’s world of healthy, 

innovative and stylish dog products. Dutch Dog Design has a distribution network spanning the United States, 

Europe, and beyond. The company looks forward to expanding its product lines to offer consumers a greater 

variety of outdoor and lifestyle dog products, focused on promoting the health and happiness of dogs, with which 

to be able to happily enjoy the outdoors with their dog, in the near future. 
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